GSGAS PhD-Colloquium – summer term 2021

Friday, 1 pm - 3 pm
Online (moodle and zoom)

07.05. Roberto Cruz Romero: Transparency and Economic Performance as Institutional Determinants of Growth
MaryAnne Iwara: Political Economy of Social Investment Programmes in Fragile and Conflict-Affected Societies: A Case Study of North-East Nigeria
Sushobhan Parida: Naxalism in India: Studying the microdynamics of recruitment into left-wing armed groups
Guest: Dr. Mariusz Lukasiewicz

28.05. Moritz Dolinga: The Future of Food Systems in the Nexus of Digitalization and Financialization. Investigating Venture Capital’s Entanglement with Agri-Food Technology R&D
Tugce Oezdemir: Family Politics in the AK Party Era in Turkey
Theophile Shyiramunda: Communities’ Expectations from Higher Education Institutions in their Regions
Guest: Dr. Deniz Bozkurt

11.06. Saskia Steszewski: The Role of the Graduate Schools in the Process of Obtaining a Doctoral Degree in Humanities and Social Sciences
Konstanze Klemm: How is ‘the world’ narrated in motivation letters? - An empirical case study of applicants for the European Master in Global Studies (EMGS)
Elisabeth Warnck: Intervention Data: ‘Mapping’ Conflict Intervention Practices of the African Union and ECOWAS
Guests: Dr. Jens Herpolsheimer, Dr. Antje Dietze, Dr. Katarina Ristic

Constanze Blum: African Union Border Programme

Munashe William Mupoperi: The state of the rights and protection of Persons with Disabilities in Africa: A case study of Zimbabwe under the 2013 constitution

Guest: Dr. Gilad Ben-Nun

02.07.

Miriam Pfordte: The „Iron Curtain” between Static Spaces and Fluid Networks. Exclusion and(Re-)Connection, 1950-1990

Manuel Harms: Practices of locating antimicrobial resistance

Ana Moledo: What do the mobilities and transnational dimensions of anticolonial politics in 1960s-70s tell us about respatialization and space-making? A review of the spatial semantics that underpinned national liberation, revolutionary diplomacy and attempts to transform the international order

Guests: Dr. Katja Castryck-Naumann, Dr. Oliver Krause